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MIDDLE EAST PP LIKELY TO BE WEIGHED DOWN BY
INCREASED H2 ASIAN SUPPLY
By Veena Pathare
Polypropylene (PP) prices in the Middle East are likely to be
impacted by a surge in Asian supply in the second half of the year,
despite limited change in supply conditions within the region.
Demand in the Middle East remains lukewarm against the
backdrop of largely sluggish performance in the economies of two
of the biggest regional markets, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates (UAE), capping demand for finished plastic goods.
The absence of any significant growth in demand for household
and consumer goods is attributed to a stagnation in population
within the region.
“Jobs within the region are not growing. Companies are also making
attempts to employ more local workforce that results in foreigners
moving away,” a UAE-based processor said.
The processor, one of the big players in polyolefin food packaging
in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), is looking to expand into
Europe and Africa, and is mulling over the setup of trading and
warehousing operations at a location to cater to these markets.
Cash flow in the GCC remains tight given the slower economic
performance, and this continues to limit companies’ ability to
purchase at higher levels, market sources said.
The upcoming summer holidays in July and August typically see
locals and expats move out of the region to escape the summer
heat and extreme temperatures.
This results in a decline in food packaging demand during the
summer months, affecting resin offtake from one of the biggest
downstream segments for PP.
High daytime temperatures also see reduced construction activity
in the region, leading to a dip in demand from the construction
sector.
Demand is likely to improve only after the Hajj break in August, by
which time some new Asian capacities would have commenced
production and others are likely to be in their final stages of
starting up.
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Although Asian material does not directly flow into the Middle East,
these are likely to displace the existing volumes going from the GCC
into Asia, leading to surplus supply.
In India, producer Indian Oil Corp (IOC) is close to starting up one
line at its Paradip-based 680,000 tonne/year PP unit with
production set to commence from early next week, with the second
line slated to commence operations in Q3 this year.

This startup is expected to reduce India’s dependence on PP
imports, freeing up GCC volumes currently moving there.
Competition among southeast Asian producers is also set to
intensify in Q4, as new plants in the region are scheduled to be
operational by the end of the year.
The 900,000 tonne/year Refinery and Petrochemical Integrated
Development (RAPID) project in Johor, a 50:50 joint venture
between Saudi Aramco and Malaysia’s state-owned oil and gas
company PETRONAS, is due to come on stream by the end of 2019.
Hyosung Chemical’s Vietnam-based 320,000 tonne/year PP unit is
another notable startup in 2019, set to commence production at
the end of the year.
Although it seems likely that commercial volumes from these units
would only be available from 2020 onwards, pre-marketing efforts
and trial volumes may start emerging from Q4 onwards, weighing
on PP prices across Asia.
These new startups also aim to export PP to China and India, which
are established markets for GCC-based producers who now have
to gear up against increased competition.
Supply trends aside, PP processors in China have also seen a pileup
in finished goods inventories after the US hiked tariffs on Chinese
imports earlier this year, affecting China’s PP resin demand.
Over in the GCC, Saudi PP producer NATPET is expected to resume
operations at its Yanbu-based 420,000 tonne/year PP facility in
September this year, leading to increased supply.
The plant was previously shut in early October 2018 following a fire.
In the nearer term, the outcome of the meeting between President
Donald Trump and President Xi Jinping on the sidelines of the G20
summit currently underway may provide some market direction.
The Middle Eastern PP market, which has traditionally taken
direction from China, may see a boost in sentiment if the two
countries are able to come to an agreement, hoping that this would
reinstate the easy movement of Chinese goods to the US.
On 21 June, ICIS assessed PP raffia/injection prices in the GCC at
$1,160-1,180/tonne DEL GCC, stable from the week before. n
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Ample supply and lukewarm
demand undermine the PE
market across the Middle East
in H2 2019
SUBDUED DEMAND, SUFFICIENT SUPPLY TO WEIGH ON
PE IN MIDDLE EAST
By Veena Pathare
SINGAPORE (ICIS)--A lack of improvement in demand conditions
within the region coupled with ample supply is likely to continue
undermining the polyethylene (PE) market across the Middle East
for the second half of 2019.
PE prices across the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and East
Mediterranean (East Med) markets have remained under pressure,
weighed down by multiple factors.
For one, supply levels remain ample, both from producers within
the region as well as from the US as newer shale-based startups in
the latter ramp up operations.
On the other hand, sluggish economic performance in Saudi Arabia
and United Arab Emirates (UAE), two of the largest markets in the
region have largely weighed on demand for finished plastic goods.
A lack of growth in demand for household and consumer goods is
attributed to a stagnation in population within the region.

“Jobs within the region are not growing. Companies are also making
attempts to employ more local workforce that results in foreigners
moving away,” a UAE-based processor said.
The processor, one of the big players in food packaging in the GCC,
is looking to expand into Europe and Africa, and is mulling over
setup of trading and warehousing operations at a location to cater
to these markets.
Cash flow in the GCC remains tight given the slower economic
performance, and this continues to limit companies’ ability to
purchase at higher levels, market sources said.
The upcoming summer holidays in July and August typically see
both locals and expats move out of the region to escape the
summer heat and extreme temperatures.
This results in a decline in food packaging during the summer
months, affecting resin demand from one of the biggest
downstream markets for PE.
High daytime temperatures also see reduced construction activity
in the region, leading to a dip in PE demand during the peak
summer months.
Demand is likely to improve only after the Hajj break in August, by
when surplus volumes from the US are set to be available in
markets globally, possibly impacting prices.
Over in the East Med, a lack of improvement in demand in Syria
and Iraq, two of the biggest markets for finished plastic goods
remain challenged by the complicated political landscape.
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On the export front, Middle Eastern PE sellers were previously
optimistic of diverting surplus volumes to China in the wake of the
US-China trade war.

G20 meeting between President
Trump and President Xi Jinping can
have more impact on PE prices
GCC PE film prices
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“Any improvement in crude values is likely to garner better
sentiment and possibly give a much-needed upward push to PE, we
hope”, a GCC-based producer source said.
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A lot of expectations now ride on the G-20 meeting between
President Donald Trump and President Xi Jinping that could have
more impact on prices if they reach an agreement that could help
the global economy - and oil demand.
On 22 June, ICIS assessed HDPE film prices in the GCC at $1,0901,130/tonne DEL GCC, stable from the week before. LLDPE film
prices in the region were assessed at $1,030-1,100/tonne DEL GCC,
also unchanged week on week, according to ICIS. n
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This too yielded limited success, as China also grappled with a
slowdown in its PE market when resin as well as finished goods
inventories piled up earlier this year, after the US announced tariffs
on Chinese imports.
Middle Eastern players, to see if it sustains, are now closely
watching the recent upswing in crude oil futures following a
massive drawdown in inventories – the most substantial inventory
decline in at least a year.
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Earlier this year and even in Q4 2018, GCC-based PE producers had
their eyes set on China when the latter was no longer available as
the ‘preferred’ market for US suppliers due to higher tariffs on
US-origin PE.
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MIDDLE EAST BASE OILS LIKELY TO REMAIN DEPRESSED
THROUGH H2 2019
By Izham Ahmad

Group I SN150/SN500 base oils prices in Iran sliding
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The Middle East base oils market has experienced a depressing first
half of 2019 with more pessimism expected in the second half as
geopolitical tensions continue to simmer, threatening trade flows in
the region.
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Part of the jittery environment in early 2018 was blamed on
renewed US economic sanctions against the region’s key Group I
producer Iran, as well as the deteriorating trade relations between
the US and China.
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 ase Oils Group I SN150 FOB Iran Assessment Export Bulk Spot 2-6
Weeks Full Market Range Weekly (Mid)
n Base Oils Group I SN500 FOB Iran Assessment Export Bulk Spot 2-6
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In May, tensions ratcheted up further when the US announced it
was not renewing waivers on sanctions against Iran. The waivers
had been granted to eight major buyers last November for six
months after the US pulled out of a nuclear deal and re-imposed
economic sanctions against Iran.
Although there have been no indications these developments have
had any direct impact on the base oils market, they have created
more uncertainty for producers there, especially those which rely
heavily on export markets.
In April, some sources mentioned at least two vessels carrying
Iranian base oils were due to discharge their cargo in the UAE
within the next few weeks. But this could not be confirmed with the
Iranian supplier. “Not sure if this will continue once the sanctions
waivers are withdrawn,” said one Middle Eastern source.
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Since the end of 2018, SN500 prices in Iran have edged lower from
around $605/tonne FOB (free on board ) Iran while SN150 prices
have also retreated from around $610/tonne FOB Iran to $565/
tonne FOB Iran.
After the Eid el-Fitr holidays, SN500 prices were hovering near their
lows of the last six months, at around $560/tonne FOB Iran around
mid-June, while SN150 prices were also near the lows.
On the supply side, market players in the UAE were also saying
there was sufficient cargoes having built up over recent months
and as such there was less demand for further spot deals in Group
I, particularly with the threat of renewed sanctions against Iran.
Group I buyers in the UAE said there was still sufficient supply of
material available in the local market and as such any upside
potential for Iranian material was limited.

Additionally, the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan took place
through May and market activity slowed further during this period.
Also in May, the US-China trade war re-ignited when the US
accused China of backtracking on the trade deal, which calls for
legislative commitments from the northeast Asian giant.

Additionally, tighter restrictions on the shipment of Iranian cargoes
to countries in the Middle East have caused difficulties in securing
vessels to move the cargoes and significant delays in delivery and
payments for refiners. That also caused some buyers to source
Group I material from other regions.

The US hiked to 25% tariffs on $200bn worth of Chinese goods on
10 May, with China responding with its own trade-hindering
measure effective 1 June.

Looking ahead to the second half of the year, base oils supply from
Iran is expected to be sufficient but tighter restrictions could still
crimp demand and delay shipments.

In the Middle East market, Group I base oils prices traded on a
softer note through most of the first six months of the year but in a
fairly tight range.

The threat of open conflict had also increased after reports of an
attack on two tankers carrying naphtha and methanol from Qatar
and Saudi Arabia to Asia on 14 June.

$560/t

Up to 40% of global seaborne crude passes through this narrow
region, according to ICIS analyst Ajay Parmar. Others put the
minimum at about 25%. The Strait of Hormuz is controlled by Iran
but is used by Saudi Arabia, Iraq and the UAE to export their crude.

After the Eid holidays, SN500 prices
were near their six months lows at
$560/tonne FOB Iran

The strait separates the Middle Eastern major crude oil producers
from the global oil market. The US insists that Iran is the entity
behind the attacks. However, Iran has strongly denied these
allegations.
The US-China trade war also has shown no signs of abating any
time soon. All these combined suggest Group I base oils demand in
the Middle East region is expected to remain depressed through
the rest of 2019.
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MIDDLE EAST GROUP II
While Group I base oils continues to hold the biggest share of the
world base oils market, its use in general, is shrinking across most
regions with the exception of the Middle East and Africa.
Group II usage has been slowly increasing albeit at a pace that
remains generally slow.
The increased acceptance of Group II or even Group III base oils
has also seen increased supply and stiffer price competition
particularly with the rise of Middle Eastern refiners.
But the Middle East region is not the key battleground for Group II
market share given the relatively smaller size of the market there
Northeast Asian refiners have been dominant suppliers of Group II
and III base oils to markets such as India.
The main Group II and III producers in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain
and UAE have also focused their attention on markets outside of
the Middle East due to better demand and higher margins.
In the UAE however, Group II prices have been in a fairly narrow
range since the start of the year.
Group II 500N prices started the year near their lows around $665/
tonne CFR (cost & freight) UAE and gained to $720/tonne CFR UAE
in early-May. Similarly 150N prices also were near their lows in
January before recovering to $705/tonne CFR UAE by end of the H1.
Those gains of H1 ran out of steam as buyers pushed back against
the higher offers from mostly Asian suppliers.
Into the second half of the year Group II pricing is expected to
remain rangebound amid generally stable supply-demand
conditions. Stiff pricing competition meant it was unlikely that
suppliers could push through further price hikes.
Many buyers still indicated having sufficient levels of inventories to
support their requirements for the time being.
On the flip side, sellers were believed to not be facing any pressure
to move cargoes quickly and as such were willing to sit on the
offers and wait for buying sentiment to improve, the sources
added. n

Group II 150N/500N price gains in UAE have lost steam
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Polymer polyols demand
is likely to remain subdued
due to weak buying interest

Middle East 10-13.5% polymer polyols prices near 2 year lows
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MID EAST POLYMER POLYOLS DEMAND TO REMAIN
SUBDUED, PRICES NEAR 2-YEAR LOWS
By Izham Ahmad
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Demand for Middle East 10-13.5% polymer polyols (POP) is
expected to remain subdued amid stagnant buying interest as
prices remained near their two-year lows.
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In the week ended 20 June, spot import prices of drummed POP
cargoes were unchanged at $1,550-1,650/tonne CFR (cost & freight)
Middle East, their lowest since January 2017.

n P
 olymer Grade 10.0-13.5% Polymer CFR Middle East Assessment
Drummed Spot 0-6 Weeks Full Market Range Weekly (Mid)

Some Asian suppliers kept their offer levels unchanged this week
while others reduced their offers to encourage buying interest in a
generally subdued environment.
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According to market sources, the lowest offers in the market this
week were at $1,550/tonne CFR Middle East for either Asian or
European cargoes, matching the low end of the ICIS range.

Buying-selling indications were also mostly within the $1,550-1,650/
tonne CFR Middle East range in the absence of any firm deals.
Many suppliers said they had offers and discussions ongoing
during the week but firm deals remained difficult to secure due to
the weak buying sentiment.
“The (polyols) price is under pressure but it is not falling by much
because the producers keep their prices up to factor in the PO
(propylene oxide) price level,” said a source in the Middle East.
Polyols demand was generally subdued and prices have been
under downward pressure, tracking a similar trend in the market
for co-component isocyanates in the Middle East.
This was partly also driven by similar price reductions in Asia as
well, where sentiment has been dented by the ongoing US-China
trade war, market sources said.
In Asia this week, polyether polyols prices were assessed as stableto-soft, reflecting both unchanged and lower offers for June
cargoes in the week.

Middle Eastern market players also added that recent stabilisation
in the prices of raw materials such as PO had eased some of the
cost pressure on them and had allowed them to keep offers on
hold or with slight discounts to buyers in the Middle East.
PO prices in China were deemed to be largely stable over the last
week or so amid sufficient supply. n

$1,550

Spot import prices of drummed POP
cargoes at $1,550-1,650/tonne CFR
Middle East, lowest since January 2017
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POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PET) OUTLOOK

ASIA PET MAY FACE REDUCED SPOT DEMAND IN JULY-DEC
By Hazel Goh
Asia’s polyethylene terephthalate (PET) spot buying is likely to be
curtailed in July-December, as bottle grade chips demand typically
slows down following peak summer buying for the northern
hemisphere.
Some major buyers have already covered some of their future
cargo requirements, mainly for the fourth quarter of 2019 and first
quarter of 2020 by pre-buying cargoes in late May to early June as
PET prices were relatively low after recent declines.
This will partially fulfill buyers’ requirements for the rest of the year
and will also mean less spot demand for H2 2019.
The scale of reduction in spot demand due to this round of forward
trade is expected to be less as compared to reduction caused by
the last round of forward trade.
The last round of forward trade occurred in Q4 2018 and had
greatly limited Q2 2019 spot demand.
A reduction in spot demand coupled with global macroeconomic
uncertainty, suggest cautious market sentiment going forward.
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Average spot PET prices fallen
by $180/tonne in June
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trade war coupled with a reduction
in spot demand mean cautious
PET market sentiment in H2 2019
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Average spot PET prices were at $1,100/tonne FOB (free on board)
China in mid-April, and had fallen by around $180/tonne to $915920/tonne in June, according to ICIS data.

The price spread between PET and feedstocks purified terephthalic
acid (PTA) and MEG (monoethylene glycol) averaged at $130-140/
tonne so far this year.

In addition, thin PET margins prompted forward buying activities up
to Q1 2020 at fixed prices.

In May, PET production margins slid into negative territory
considering a conversion cost of around $120/tonne.
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PET spread with raw material cost
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To break even, PET producers must meet a minimal spread of
around $120/tonne.
This will leave limited room for further drop in PET prices unless
upstream and feedstock prices fall.
The upstream spread between crude-naphtha, naphtha-paraxylene
(PX), and naphtha-MEG narrowed, that may leave some market
players looking to crude for PET sentiment and market direction.
Meanwhile, the macroeconomic uncertainty from the US-China
trade war could further weigh down on buying enthusiasm in the
second half of the year.
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The International Monetary Fund (IMF) said on 5 June that
economic growth in China is expected to moderate to 6.2% in 2019
and 6.0% in 2020, as uncertainty around trade tensions remains
high and risks are tilted to the downside.
The expected growth for 2019 was lower than the previous forecast
of 6.3%, but within China’s own target of 6.0-6.5%.
While most bottle grade PET plants are operating at near full
capacity, a small number of producers are running at reduced rates
and some are planning to cut runs.
China’s Sanfangxiang Group has been operating at 80% rate since
early May and in mid-June, Oman’s Octal Holding cut production to
80% of capacity.
While some plants are taking measures to cut production due to
commercial reasons, plans for new plants are underway and that
may add more pressure on producers’ sales and inventory
management. n

PET upcoming new capacities
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Who’s going to step in here? We could expect some of the larger
fashion brands to step up, with Primark being the best bet. Or – as
we have seen previously with the former estate of BHS – new
leisure and entertainment operators may take sites as they attempt
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offer in 2019 will entice many, a decade’s worth of technological
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Who’s going to step in here? We could expect some of the larger
key commodity chains.
fashion brands to step up, with Primark being the best bet. Or – as
we have seen previously with the former estate of BHS – new
leisure and entertainment operators may take sites as they attempt
to woo experiential-seeking millennials.

While the empty space on offer in 2019 will entice many, a decade’s
worth of technological change means that although there is still a
demand for stores, the appetite is not as great as it once was. The
ICIS data
independent,
objective
and
average
timeprovide
that an empty
premises is on
the market
hastrusted intelligence for the global petrochemical
market.by 25% since 2013. The widening gap between consumer
increased
spending patterns is culminating in decreased confidence in high
Benchmark
position with
ICIS data,on
covering
more than 180 commodities in all major
street
locations. your
The administration
of Woolworths
27
November
was one of the most dramatic retail collapses in
trading 2008
regions.
recent memory. Within two months more than 800 of the UK’s
To view stores
our full
market
please
best-loved
shut,
costing coverage,
around 27,000
peoplevisit
theirwww.icis.com/market-coverage
jobs.

Pricing Data and Market Intelligence
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Once a jewel in the crown of any British high street, Woolworths’
financial woes and subsequent collapse surprised landlords,
analysts and consumers alike.With 2018 dubbed “the year of the
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